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CSC Annual General Meeting

Picture a balmy May morning; clear skies, with the temperature approaching 70 degrees (sorry, 20 degrees). Cameramen pray for just such a day about 365 times a year. And here were 35 of Canada's foremost cinematographers gathered at the Bellevue Pathé studio in downtown Toronto to discuss—BUSINESS. The occasion was the annual general meeting of the Canadian Society of Cinematographers. The very group that founded this magazine years ago.

It was the end of the fiscal year—a year of considerable activity and change for the CSC. Notably the Society had embarked on a new training program, initiated a series of new awards, and designed a logo to replace the old one. It had welcome new members, new district chapters, and been seriously involved in lobbying and film policymaking with the CCFM and CFDC.

One major activity of the meeting was the election of an executive, and here there were no changes: all executive members stood for another year, and all were returned.

President: Harry Makin CSC; Vice President: Ken Gregg CSC; Treasurer: Roy Tash CSC; Secretary: Walter Wicks CSC; Membership: Robert Bockling CSC; Education: George Balogh CSC; Public Relations: James Mercer.

Although feature film production in Canada has decreased over the past three years, the CSC has managed to strengthen and expand its membership—now totalling 175. The Montreal and Winnipeg chapters have been reactivated since communication and funding has improved, and a new chapter, formed in St. John's Newfoundland, makes the CSC probably the first Canadian film organization to have a branch there. The aim is to eventually have an active chapter in every major Canadian centre.

It has been expressed by some members that the CSC should be wary of granting full membership too freely for fear of reducing its significance (only full members are entitled to use the CSC title). It was decided that a working cinematographer should belong to the Society for a minimum of two years to be eligible for full membership, although this would be longer in most cases. To encourage members to remain active in the Society after they retire they need now pay only 25% of their respective dues. Life members still pay no dues.

Last year saw the first female cinematographer ever to be awarded CSC membership. Carol Betts is a Toronto camerawoman with an impressive list of achievements.

A commendable venture of the Society was a training course for assistant cameramen, held in Toronto during February and March. Members volunteered as instructors and Cinequip, Film House, and Cinevision provided equipment and space. The need for such a course was indicated by the 85 people who registered on the first night. It was considered a successful undertaking and will be offered next winter, although enrolment may be limited to 15 with a fee of $25.00.

The annual craft awards which were introduced jointly by the CSC/CFE last year will be continued this year, even though the Canadian Film Awards have been resurrected. A reorganization is underway to ensure a better program for this year's presentation.

Canadian cinematographers, like film workers generally in this country, appreciate the crisis within their industry. Active participation within specific organizations like the CSC (and collectively within the CCFM) is of immediate importance if the industry is to survive and prosper. Without this collective strength the film industry is in danger of collapse and the film artist, like the whooping crane, may become an endangered species.

—Don MeEachern

CFEG

Box 46, Terminal A
Toronto, Ontario
MSW 1G5

To All Editors, Cameramen, Film Producers and Directors

The Canadian Film Editors Guild annual awards presentation has become a social event not to be missed. Many Canadian companies are now involved by sponsoring awards in the various categories. These have been increased to eight this year and reorganized to include all types of films.

The categories are: Films produced primarily for television — over 20 minutes. Dramatic films produced primarily for television — over 20 minutes. Sales/Promotional — over 3 minutes. Documentary/ Educational — over 20 minutes. Documentary/ Educational — under 20 minutes. Short subjects — 20 minutes or less. Sound editing.

Anyone may nominate a film (for outstanding editing).

To qualify for entry a film must have been completed between November 1st 1974 and September 30th 1975. The film's editor must be a CFE guild member.

The final date for entries is September 30th 1975.

Films must be sent (prepaid) to Harelock Gradidge (Awards), Haveurand Productions Ltd., 3 Charles Street West, Toronto, Ontario, M4Y 1R4. Please enclose return instructions.

The Guild will pay return shipping charges on all entries.

There will be an entry fee of $5.00 per film to the CFE (Awards).

The procedure for judging: A preselection committee for each category, made up of a Chairman and four CFE members, will screen the films in their category and select the best for screening by the eight finalist judges, names will be announced later.

Seminar 75
July 18-31, 1975
At Ryerson Polytechnical Institute

SEMINAR 75 is a film editing seminar to teach both documentary and drama editing techniques in a workshop setting. It is the third seminar to be sponsored by the CFEG. It consists of 17 three-hour sessions on evenings and weekends for a period of 13 days, 51 hours of editing practice with films, interesting speakers and tours of labs, optical houses, and sound mixing theatres.

SEMINAR 75 will provide rushes and sound transfers of either a scripted drama sequence or a free-form documentary sequence (your choice) which will be edited by you in fully-equipped cutting rooms under the watchful eye of professional editors. At the end of the seminar there will be an opportunity to screen the completed films.

REGISTRATION is limited to 25 to allow maximum communication with the teaching editors. The fee is $35.00 and includes ownership of the finished film.

SEMINAR 75 is going to be fun, educational, informative, interesting and entertaining. But you must hurry — applications are on a first-come first-served basis.